Request for Quotation
Lead5050 Accreditation Tech Infrastructure

Background
Lead5050 is a unique, cross-sector accreditation using data and tech to deliver organisational change,
embedding gender equality.
We are a tech business with a social goal to promote equality of gender and other intersectionalities
in businesses and organisations. Our purpose is to help organisations close gender pay gaps, create
opportunities for women in leadership, create flexible working opportunities for men and drive social
change.
We have developed an accreditation to measure the level of gender equality in organisations, support
them in their journey to creating an environment of 50:50 leadership and provide recommendations
and support functions.
Requirement
Lead5050 have built a technical accrediation which surveys and analyses an organisations apporach
to gender equality. We collect data, analyse that data and use it to benckmark the organisation then
feed in recommendations for how to improve gender balance - and thefrefore business performance.
This project is to build the technology platform to take this accrediation from current pilot form so it
can be rolled out quickly and all the data can be collected and analysed seamlessly in a tech
environment.
We need a project manager and / or team to oversee the development of an online platform for
customers to access in order to complete the accrediation. The AI will then analyse the data and
produce a report specific to the customer requirements.
The end product will
1. deliver a technology solution - which will allow it to scale quickly and does not rely on
inspection process
2. Test for gender equality and is for any organisation (there is one which is specifically for
Higher Education)
3. Survey employees and customers. This gives us triangulated data that no other
accreditation has to add weight to the answer sets

4. Add a marketplace for associated solution businesses and courses
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The successful supplier will have demonstrable ability with tech infrastructure development and
project management, AI, software development, coding and platform building
Deliverable Timescale
Start – 1st December 2022 - 28th Feb 2023
Dec 22
- Project kick off, agree terms and scope
- Platform and technology decisions
- Phaes 1 and 2
Phase 1
- Wireframing and mapping - questionnaires
- Build questionnaire infrastructure
- build algorithms and data science and logic
Jan 2023
Phase 1 - Continue activities
Phase 1
- User testing
- Logic and outcome testing
Phase 2 design concepts and logic
Feb 2023
Phase 1 - Live
Phase 2
- Wireframing and mapping
- Build reports
Phase 2 testing, user testing and live

Indicative Budget
£50,000
Evaluation Criteria
Quotations will be assessed and scored on the following criteria:
Quality/ Technical Merit (50%)
Supplier must demonstrate they have the technical and professional capability to deliver the
requirement.
Delivery Timescale (20%)
Supplier must demonstrate they can deliver the requirement to timescales above.
Cost/Value for money (30%)
Does supplier offer value for money. This will not necessarily be the cheapest quote.

Scoring Methodology
4 Excellent
Proposal meets and in some places, exceeds the required standard
3 Good
Proposal meets required standard
Proposal meets the required standard in most respects, but is lacking or
2 Acceptable
inconsistent in others
1 Poor
Proposal falls short of expected standard
Completely or significantly fails to meet required standard or does not
0 Unacceptable
provide the relevant answer
Proposal Format
Proposals should clearly demonstrate how they meet the requirement set out above.
Deadline and Submission
Proposals are required by: 30th November 2022 to Leanne@lead5050.com / Ella@lead5050.com
Date Published
18/11/2022
Conditions of Tender
• Please be aware that due to the relatively low indicative budget for this work (i.e. less than the
current OJEU limits) there is no regulatory obligation for us to provide feedback if you are
unsuccessful.
• We reserve the right to discontinue this tender process at any time and not award a contract.
• You will not be entitled to claim from us any costs or expenses which you may incur in preparing
and/or submitting your Tender at any stage of this exercise. This applies whether or not your
organisation is successful.

This work is part funded though the European Regional Development Fund
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